






ABOUT 

T IMES
With a Journey of 35 Years of

real estate experience

After it’s great success in our projects in West Cairo, 

TIMES DEVELOPMENT is now announcing launching it’s 

first project in the East; Aster Residence, in the heart on 

New Cairo, in the Golden Square.

where they contributed in projects like: Zayed Regency, 

Zayed Complex & Zayed Dunes which are all fully deliv-

ered & executed projects in Sheikh Zayed city.

Eng. Ahmed Abdel Latif & Mr. Ahmed El Sergany, the 

owners of TIMES Development, are part of a group of 

well-known real estate developers & investors under 

names: Ofok, ElRabwa & Green Waves that develop in El 

Sheikh Zayed & North Coast .



IT IS TIME WE GUIDE  YOU HOME



To Road 90

To AUC Campus

To Suez & Sokhna Roads

To Main Ring Road & Eastern Ring Road

To Cairo International Airport

To New Capital

LOCATION

Aster Residence is crowning the heart of New Cairo. It is located di-

rectly on one of the 5th Settlement’s most attractive spots, offering a 

wide range of units, pedestrian streets, greenery, and water features. 

It openly overlooks New Cairo landmarks with numerous access points 

to all main roads. Moreover,  It is situated inside the golden square, 

where everything is easily accessible.

New Cairo

GOLDEN SQUARE



GATE

ENTER A WORLD OF 

URBAN COMMUNITIES



LET THE   GOOD TIMES ROLL



A NEW WORLD TO 

ENTER EXPLORE 

AND COMMUNICATE

Spread across 34 acres with only %18 of 

the suite built upon & the rest of the space 

has been transformed into vibrant green 

spaces, flawless landscape & intricate wa-

ter features

Designed to be the most valuable and 

elite addition to The Golden Square in the 

5th settlement.



MEDITATION

ZONE

DYNAMIC

ZONE

RELAXING

ZONE

Spread across 34 acres with only 

%18 of the suite built upon & the 

rest of the space has been trans-

formed into vibrant green spaces, 

flawless landscape & intricate wa-

ter features

Spread across 34 acres with only 

%18 of the suite built upon & the 

rest of the space has been trans-

formed into vibrant green spaces, 

flawless landscape & intricate wa-

ter features

Spread across 34 acres with only 

%18 of the suite built upon & the 

rest of the space has been trans-

formed into vibrant green spaces, 

flawless landscape & intricate 

water features

PACIFIC

ZONE

Our Harmonic Zone reflects 

an element of utmost tran-

quility.

DYNAMIC

ZONE

Our Dynamic Zone is based 

on lively elements that en-

compass pristine and ex-

quisite natural sceneries. 

HARMONIC

ZONE

Our Pacific Zone is built 

around the concept of 

meditative landscape views 

that create a peaceful am-

bience.



DYNAMIC

ZONE

It covers areas that integrate between steps and softscape 

that overflow with water features. It is surrounded with luscious 

clusters of trees encircled by vibrant groundcover, showing off 

the beauty and dynamic views of nature. 



HARMONIC

ZONE

Its symmetrical gardens are filled with arched water steps that give 

off an aura of peace and comfort for those who need it. The Har-

monic Zone also allows for one cohesive and thorough design that 

flows perfectly working to elevate your mood. It encompasses your 

property giving it a stunning view that is both beautiful and secure.



PACIFIC

ZONE

The Pacific Zone is surrounded by green grass hills overlooking vari-

ous bodies of water such as rivers and natural lakes. It includes a 

meditation area that is located among captivating visual artworks, 

crossing bridges and ponds that create a warm and friendly atmo-

sphere.



 ASTER 

IDEAL SPACES..

TAILORED DESIGNS

UNIT

TYPES

DISCOVER

The architectural foundation of Aster Residence is designed based on 

the lustful Mediterranean concept, that perfectly weaves together 

Spanish, French & Arabian cultures to grant its resident’s grandiosity; 

with a hint of simplicity and modernity in its classiest form. 



UNITS TYPES



BUILDING

TYPE A



GROUND 
FLOOR

FLOOR PLANS
BUILDING TYPE A









FIRST FLOOR TYPICAL FLOOR









FIFTH FLOOR ROOF











BUILDING

TYPE B



BUILDING TYPE B

GROUND 
FLOOR

FLOOR PLANS







FIRST FLOOR TYPICAL FLOOR







FIFTH FLOOR ROOF







BUILDING

TYPE C



FLOOR PLANS
BUILDING TYPE C

GROUND 
FLOOR





FIRST FLOOR TYPICAL FLOOR





FIFTH FLOOR ROOF





Aster Residence built you an entertainment clubhouse 

that rounds up activities for all ages; our spread lakes 

through our compound allows residents to jog around 

or simply relax as they gaze upon the sparkling water 

features. 

A commercial strip that will surely satisfy your daily 

needed essentials, with the view of endless gardens & 

water features that stretches for miles & miles beyond.

The architectural foundation of Aster Residence is designed based on the 

lustful Mediterranean concept, that perfectly weaves together Spanish, 

French & Arabian cultures to grant its resident’s grandiosity; with a hint of 

simplicity and modernity in its classiest form. 

FACILITIES



CLUB

HOUSE



WORLDBike track

Paddle court

Tennis court

Football court 

Swimming pool

Yoga open area

Cross fit open area

BBQ area

Open area for events

Kids area



NEED 
MORE!



Timesdevelopment.com


